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About This Content

Goku's father jumps into the fight with a set of powerful techniques and special abilities.

This content includes:
• Bardock as a new playable character

• 5 alternative colors for his outfit
• Bardock Lobby Avatar

• Bardock Z Stamp
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Title: DRAGON BALL FIGHTERZ - Bardock
Genre: Action
Developer:
Arc System Works
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-3470, 3.20 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 650 Ti, 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset
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I was looking for an adventure style game and browsing came across this. It didn't have any reviews in English, but I Google
translated the ones it did have (for pre-access and review copies) and it seemed interesting. At under \u00a34, you can't go
wrong with so many options for character classes.

I am very pleasantly surprised and pleased by the game and would recommend it.

If you think a cross between Epic Manager, Desktop Dungeons and a bit of Ratchett and Clank, you won't be far wrong.

Visually it's pretty as you can see in the screen shots and the short video. This seems to only run in windowed mode and doesn't
have an option to change the resolution. So if you run in a high resolution (like me), then you may need to reduce it so that you
can see the game.

The music is quite nice but doesn't seem to have an option to turn it off or down. It hasn't bothered me so far, but most music
gets grating after a while.

They keys are bound to the cursor keys and aren't changeable. That's a bit of a pain because I prefer wasd but in honesty, the
developers have chosen a perfectly reasonable set of keys, not something completely random. Space\/Enter does things, Esc gets
you to a menu. Nothing is obscure here.

The intro is short and to the point; it goes over how to move, run, use items without being long or dull. You can always save and
re-read it if you forget something.

The puzzles that I've come across so far are the lever and dodge type. I'm currently stuck on one with green handles. I doubt it's
a very difficult puzzle (I'm on Easy mode and it's the first Dungeon) so I'm putting it down to me being a bit dim on a Saturday
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night.

I was very impressed by the number of character classes and I'm playing a Devourer. Which despite being a non-melee char is
holding up quite well. The summoning ability is a lovely idea and I'm looking forward to seeing the summons shown in the shop
video; I currently have Golem and Medusa.

The only minor criticisms I can level are:
- no way to play full screen
- the keys aren't configurable (VERY minor)
- not being told that when you set your battle formation, you have to put your character in place first then the summons

Overall, it's a lovely little game, the devs deserve some love and frankly it's more polished than many recent \u00a330+ titles.

Well done and give it a go; it's really worth it.. Great game, crossplatform online play works really well, single player missions
provide a nice challenge too. The paint mechanics and scoring system in this game give a lot more depth to the race than just
speed as fast as you can and get in first. The game did have some bugs when it first came out, but most of them were squashed
straghtway.

As for cons right now there is a lack of players, although the crossplatform multiplayer helps some with that. Some people may
not like that fact that it requires a controller to play. Also more clarification on how the scoring system works would be nice, as
the tutorial did not give many details on this. Sound settings don't seem to want to save when in a race, but I got around that by
adjusting it through the system.

As a side note, the game only has 10 tracks, each with a reverse, mirror, and mirrored reverse variant. Personally I don't feel like
more tracks are needed, but some might disagree, so I figured I'd mention this. Also for linux users I'd give a word of warning:
some linux users were experiencing a bug where the car appears to paint all the time. I personally have not run into this issue,
but the devs did communicate with others and seem to be working on a fix, if it hasn't come out already.

I would most certainly reccomend the game. Although if any of the issues mentioned before might steer you away, I'd keep a
lookout for when they do get fixed, then buy it.. Honestly, as a VN it's meh, but I love dark, trashy stories like that.

 I read a lot of books with the same format as this story. (i.e: Beginning: everything is bad. Middle: everything is bad. End:
everything is worst.) AND I LOVE IT\t

It would be really cool if it was a book, but not a VN.

I recommend only for the writing and the story.. Im not one to play too many horror games, but tihs one proves to be quite the
gem. Put together the unpredictibility(thats a word right?), the eerie atmosphere, and the all around unsettling soundtrack, and
you get a game that is worth every cent you put towards it. This game takes a different approach with horror. Instead of random
pop-up jump scares, it'll try to creep you out by getting inside of your head with things such as floating books and evil eyes. The
only issue (if it can even be called that) in my opinion is the lack of a save system, but when this game is as short as it is, there
really isnt a point to a save system, so mabey its just me fussing about over nothing. In any case this game is one worth playing
and will definitley give you something to think about next time you go into the attic.

10\/10. This is so magical and calm game! I can't stop playing it.
Simple gameplay, nice characters, sweet stories. Love it!
Also - thank you for the music.
. I LOVE HINATA!!!. cool game, for cool people. like me of course.
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Not bad for free. Complete for 10 minutes.. I want to emphasize that the game says "arbitrary" in its title. Is it a little slow? Yes.
Does it baby the players with a tutorial at the beginning and leaves figuring out the nuances of the game almost exclusively to
the player's curiosity? For sure. But that's part of the joy--a randomness that's difficult to pin down to a pattern.

Cube&Star is colorful, minimalistic, smart, darkly and subtly funny (the Nietzchean quips from the various geometric creatures
make me alternate between wanting to laugh or cry), and aesthetically exquisite. It wasn't hard to fall for the simplicity of this
game, and I more than appreciate how relaxed I can feel playing it without it being totally mind-numbing.

It's casual but quietly rewarding, and well worth it. I recommend it wholeheartedly to both the whimsical and patient player
looking for something a little different, if not Euclidean.. is good but not has good has rome 1. tegiri is a mess and i relate.
When Curse of the Monkey Island, Grinch and Nightmare before Chrismas met...

Pros:
- Curse of the Monkey Island (CoMI) style
- Funny
- Great Intro. I fall in love with that intro. I bought the game for that intro. I will married the intro some day.
- Fully voice acted

Cons
- Sometimes puzzles feel random, really random and no or very little hint for the solution, like the secret entrance location
- some bugs, like the game support much more monitor resolution than the setting shown, but if you change it, you can't change
it back, only via Registry
- The last act basicly came from CoMI. Same mechanism, same solution.
- Short. I played it through only 5 hours without help
- Cat mode looks funny, but irritating
- No hard mode, or something for replay value.

Conclusun:
If you played CoMI you will like it, If you don't, play it first, maybe the first 2 Monkey Island too. They are remastered
recently.
But we need more CoMI clones so buy it and support the devs!

. It's very fun and legit puzzle game. 2nd day after release and there are already only 2 players online. Don't waste your money
on this.. This is a pretty fun game. There are a few things that I though could be better. Better camera placement would be one.
It would be nice to swing the camera around to look at clues and whatnot. Still, this is a very enjoyable game.. Cosmophony is a
little music\/shooter game, and it will test your nerves and reflexes. Beat the tutorial and the first level, but it will become
serious from level 2 to the end.

You actually play with your keyboard arrows and space to shoot enemies. The goal is the do a 100% for each level, meaning that
you have to shoot every enemies and of course, stay alive.

I played the level 3 a little and just literally crashed into a wall at very high speed.

The sure thing is...

I was not prepared. :(. excellent, i just cant do puzzle that good
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